Unit Six, Week Five
Grammar Test

Go (Circle) the adverbs or adjectives in the sentences below. Underline the verbs or nouns that are being described. Tell whether the circled word is an adverb or an adjective on the line provided.

1. We ate a big pizza at lunch today. ______________
2. We had to eat quickly to finish our lunch. ______________
3. A turtle walked slowly across the grass. ______________
4. I found a small turtle in my yard. ______________
5. Jada spoke softly in the library. ______________
6. My dog ate a crunchy bone for dinner. ______________
7. They saw a funny show last night. ______________
8. I slowly tiptoed into the room. ______________
9. My heart beats rapidly when I am afraid. ______________
10. Madison shared a yummy cookie with me. ______________